
 

Since yesterday, Breaking Bad has been playing on AMC at 10 pm. There's still time to catch up on all of season five before the
series finale airs this Sunday, September 29th. Breaking Bad is every bit as addictive (if not more so) than it was in previous
seasons. The show continues to gain momentum, and though it isn't quite as "edge-of-your-seat" thrilling as it once was, this
final season still has plenty of moments that will make you scream with anger or cry tears of joy. It offers a perfect mixture of
humor and drama that is just addicting to watch. The show follows Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a struggling high school
chemistry teacher who, after being diagnosed with lung cancer, decides to try to leave his wife and teenage son with some
financial security by cooking crystal meth. He enlists the help of former student Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) who was kicked
out of school for dealing pot. The series is based on the exploits of real-life meth kingpin, Walter White. Season five premiered
with “Live Free or Die,” last Sunday. It was an interesting episode mainly because it showed us what things were like for Walt in
the time leading up to his decision to start cooking meth. It was a very detached and detached episode, even by the show's
standards. Walt and Skyler (Anna Gunn) couldn't even look at each other as they said “I love you” through the phone. Since
then, we've had two more episodes: "Madrigal" and "Hazard Pay." Both of these episodes were directed by Rian Johnson
(Looper). That adds to the sense that this last season is going to be an experiment with these new directors who have proved
themselves capable of making really good movies. There was a 3-year time jump between season four and this season. So then,
not only will we see how Walter is doing now that he's made it big, but also how his former students are doing now that they're
using the money Walt has provided them for their own ends. We've seen most of these characters (and even some new ones)
throughout the show already. So seeing them back on screen again with all their familiar faces is quite comforting. Even though
this is the final season, there's still plenty of material left to be explored. 
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